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FORCES THAT MAKE FOR 
SOCIALISM IN AMERICA. 

SOCIALISM AI? MTEXNATIONAL MOVEMENT. 

Let me. at the verv outset. exnlain that in 
choosing the subject o”f this address I had m 
idea of an American Socialism as distinguishcc 
from the Socialism of the rest of the world. L . 
am not going to attempt the vain task of trying 

ato discover peculiar qualities in the forces at 
work in the United States making for Socialism. 
I do not believe in a Socialism which needs 
qualifying adjectives. I do not believe in 
“Christian Socialism,” for instance, or rather 
let me say that I do not believe the cause of 
Socialism is in anv wav advanced bv confound- 
ing it with something “else. And I “do not be- 
lieve in a “White-man’s Socialism” as distin- 
guished from the Socialism which knows no racial 
distinctions. nor in an “American Socialism” dif- 
fering from the Socialism of Germany and Prance. 
I believe in Socialism as it is interpreted by the 
Socialist Partv of the world. The Socialism 
which calls up& the workers of all countries <to 
unite for the overthrow of the private ownership 
and control of the means of the collective life and 
well-beine. The Socialism which means the so- 
cial own&ship and control of the sources of hu- 
man maintenance and happiness. The denial of 
all claims bv .one man to be master of another 
man’s life, &her through owning his body by 
purchase or controlling his labor-product through 
the ownership of the things with which, and the 
resources on which, he must work. That is the 
goal toward which the Socialist movement of the 
world is consciously aiming, and I am to deal 
only with those forcee in our midst which seem 
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to me to be important contributors to the great 
world-progress toward it. 

While I know that ,there are manv aeod and 
earnest persons calling themselves S&&s who 
talk of an “American Socialism,” and who re- 
gard it as their mission in life to “Americanize” 
the Socialist movement. I cannot but feel that 
they seriously fail to Comprehend the So>ialist 
ideal or the Socialist movement. Above all else, 
Socialism is international in its spirit and teach, 
ing. There must, necessarily, be differences in the 
methods employed in countries so far remote from 
eech other in political and economic conditions as 
Russia and Eurrland. or Snain and the United States. 
But the goal aimed at ;s in each case the same, 
and the same principles guide and direct the 
movement. The ideal which inspires the poor 
neasant unon the Russian stenne. or the mechanic 
in a German factory, is not different in any par- 
ticular from the ideal of the miner in a South 
African diamond mine, or the seamstress in a 
New York sweatshop, if they are truly Soeial- 
ists. Nor can the progress toward Socialism in 
any country be counted as belonging to that 
country alone. When our comrades in Germany 
take a fresh electoral stride forward, as they 
have the happy habi,t of doing, we share in the 
triumnh and iov. and when we in the United 
States plant &I; .standard a day’s mareh nearer 
the goal they feel the ‘thrill and intoxication of 
our glory. Of the Socialist movement in greater 
degree than of any other is it true, as Lowell 
sings, that 

“When a deed is done for Freedom, through the 
broad earth’s aching bmast 

Runs the thrill cf jay prophetIan 

And the same prophet-poet’s wonderful lines 
describe, better perhaps than any others. in our 
language the spIendid intemationelism which 
marks the Socialist movement: 
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fiFor mankind are one in spirit, 
And an instinct bears along, 

Round the earth’s electric circle, 
The swift flash of right or wrong, 

Whether conscious or unconscious, 
Yet Humanitv’s vast frame 

Through its ocean-sundered fibres 
Feels the gush of joy or shame-- 

. . 

In the loss or-gain of one race 
All the rest have equal claim.” 

IMen, at our international Socialist Congress, 
whilb the terrible sounds of the Russo-Japanese 
war reverbedted throughout the world, every day 
brin,ging its fresh burden of pain and horror to 
the hearts of the friends of peace, dthe delegates 
of these two nations clasped hands and declared: 
“We are not foes, but friends and comrades . 
united by a common cause. We know no foe ex- 
cept the master-class of all the coun$ries of the 
world,” they voiced the spirit of th’e whole So- 
cialist movement whose many-tongued represexi- 
tatives thundered their applause. When the 
Spirit of Murder stalked the South African veldt 
and filled the hearts of Briton and Boer with the 
lust of blood, the Socialists of the two lands 
clasped hands across the sea and declared their 
fraternal bonds to be indissoluble. How different 
from the churches with their jingo prayers to the 
God of Battles for vengeance and victory! How 
infinitely nearer in spirit and deed to the Angel- 
song of the Nativity, “Peace on Earth, and Good 
Will Among Men ! ” 

GROWTH OF THE SOCIALIdT VOTE. 

The enormous increase in the Socialist vote at 
the last election was not merely a triumph for 
American Socialists, but for the entire Comrade- 
ship throughout the world. We reioiced at that 
vote the more when we remembered the splendid 
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increase of two years before. We remembered 
that from 96,931 votes in 1900 we increased to 
223,494 in 1902, and to 409,230 in 1904-an in- 
crease of 322 per cent. in four years! We cheered 
as only men conscious of victory for a great 
ideal can cheer, and our cheers were answered by 
the cheers of comrades in all the tongues of civil- 
ized speech. We saw in that vast increase of 
our electoral strength a fresh token of our irre- 
sistible power. And our enemies saw that as well 
e.s we. They remembered Mark Hanna’s prophecy 
that, in a not far-off future, the political strug- 
gle must resolve itself into decisive conflict be- 
tween the party of Socialism and a united party 
of Capitalism. And the Republican I’resident of 
the United States is said to have echoed that 
prophetic warning even in the hour of his victory, 
and to have expressed the conviction that the 
future belongs to Social-Democracy. 

Yet, I am free to confess, that if that vote, great 
as it undoubtedly is, were the only sign of ap 
nroachine victorv I should not feel the confidenoe 
&rd elaton I now do. If the rising of the mer- 
cury of votes in the political barometer were the 
only assurance of fair weather, I think I should 
be inclined to doubt its continuance for lone 
Mind you, I do not minimize the importance Gf 
that vote. For years I have helped to cast the 
seeds of agitation and to garner-the harvest in 
due season. I am not likely to value below its 
worth the fruit I have helped to produce from the 
uncertain soil of political agitation made arid by 
social infidelity and despair. But I am sure that 
the number of votes cast for our candidates does 
not form anything like an adequate measure of _ 
our growth. There are tens of thousands of 
citizens whose faith in the old parties has been 
forever irreparably shattered. They are soul- 
sick of the corruption and sordidness of these 
parties and the indifference they manifest to the 
vital problems of the people’s welfare. The logio 
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4f our economic and political propaganda has mn- 
vinced their intellects. and the suiritual trub and 
beauty of the Sociali& ideal ha;e won the assent 
of their souls. Still, they have not voted with us. 
Reason and eonseie&e 6nite in urging them on, 
but a thousand faces conspire to hold them back. 
Their sympathies are ours. They are lost to the 
old parties. Because they lacked the faith and 
the streneth needed to break utterlv with 
past assocTation, to go in new ways, they held 
back. But &before another election comes they 
will have found the faith and strength necessary. 
They cannot go back. 

There are thousands of men who sav: “Yes. I 
am with you in spirit. I believe you-are right, 
But you cannot win, and I cannot afford to throw 
my Gate away.” Possibly many of you said that 
at the last election. Fearful lest vou lose vour 
votes by voting for what you w&ted but”not 
getting it, you, and tens of thousands besides 
you, voted for what you didn’t want-and got it. 
So you lost your votes after all, and, what is far 
more important, you lost self-respect and the ap- 
proval of your own conscience. Oh. little faith! 
But we uxiderstand. We know the’struggle you 
must pass through. We can wait. Before elec- 
tion time comes again that struggle will be de- 
cided for thousands of timorous souls, and we 
shall reap a harvest of new comradeship as a result 
of our faithful sowing and patient labors. Our 
strength, then, lies not only in the votes gained 
but also in the vast army of the “Almost Per- 
suaded” who cannot go back nor remain where 
they are, but must join us. 

These will come to us from every place where 
human souls are seeking happine& and peace. 
From the fields and the factories. the sunless 
mines and the dark, dank tenements, from the 
class-rooms of colleges and the pulpits and pew6 
of the churches as well as from the throbbing 
profit-grinding mills. “The feeble band and few” 
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of yesterday has grown to a mighty army hun- 
dreds of thousands strong, and the end is not 
yet. Soon, sooner than most of us think, we shall 
number our forces by millions. We shall prevail. 

It would be difficult, perhaps absolutely im- 
Dossible. to annortion iustlv the relative values of 
ihe for&s m&ng for~So&alism in such a discus- 
sion of the dvnamics of its growth as this. So 
the fact that- I &ace one factor before another 
does not imply chat I have weighed them care- 
fully in relation to each other and assigned them 
their respective spheres of influenoe. j have no 
such pretensions. I shall not attempt to do more 
than summarize the principal forces, personal 
and impersonal, moral and economic, making for 
the advance of Socialism in the United States. 
Some of these are working consciously and intel- 
ligently, others blindly and helplessly but with 
tremendous power. 

THE ORGAXIZED SOCIALIST MOVEXENT. 

First of all I must speak of the intelligently 
directed force of the organized Socialist move- 
ment itself. How few there are who can appre- 
ciate the titanic energy of this great movement! 
As you pass along the street you are drawn by 
a crowd of people gathered at some corner listen- 
ing to a speaker. Some of them listen with 
sneers upon their faces. Some of them listen with 
something like bewilderment, as savages might lis- 
ten to strange sounds. Some listen with eager- 
ness and new hope in their eyes. You pause 
awhile, then go your way carrying with you, 
perhaps unconsciously, a, grain of Truth destined 
to fructification and growth in your soul. You 
go into o street car and pick up a little leaflet 
from the seat and you read “for want of some- 
thing better,” as you say yourself, and thus the 
germ of a great faith is planted in your mind. 
You discuss the latest strike with your neigh- 

. 
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bor and he hands vou a little DRXDDhkt i*nich 
you read; -you wander aimlessly,‘or ied only by 
curiosity, into a lecture hall where Socialism is 
lthe theme, or the mail brings you a paper regu- 
larly for a few weeks which you take’ to read- 
ing-perhaps only to see if you can discover 
who sent it. These things are all manifesta- 
tions of the wonderful e&gy and tenacity of 
purpose of the Socialist movement. Thousands 
of earnest men and women give freely of their 
time and money to hire halls and make speeches, 
to print and distribute leaflets, pamphlets and 
weekly papers. 1Vorking men and women, for 
the most part, they are serving the cause they 
love with a devotion worthy of immortal praise. 
When I think of the splendid spiritual fervor 
and passion of these brave men and women, and 
their heroism and self-sacrifice, I feel that I am 
honored by their comradeship. Of all the spiritual 
good my life has known, that which has come 
from the associations of the Socialist movement, 
and is inseparable from it, I count most important 
and most dear. 

When I speak of these comrades of mine as 
heroes I am not led away into rhetorical flights 
of fancy. In sober and careful consideration I 
chose the word and it expresses my profound 
conviction. Nor am I thinking of as heroes only 
those who in the name of Socialism challenge 
the power of the tyrant Czar and go without. 
flinching to death upon the gallons,. or, what is 
worse, to the lingering torture of Siberian exile. 
There are heroes whose courage and whose deeds 
are eaual to these in ererv citv where the Social- 
ist standard is raised. @or there is a heroism 
of the common life which we are all too prone 
to forget. No painter’s magic brush has- ever 
svmbolized it unon canvas. no no&s witcherv of 
dords has wove; it into sdng. -The genius of* tho 
painter ahd of the poet are drawn to the dramatic 
heroism of the revolutionist who chooses the 
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gallows or the lingering death of the exile.. But, 
when a Karl Marx toils in a London tenement. 
in poverty, and, though his tender babe lies dead 
and coffinless upon the bare floor, spurns the 
temptation of comparative wealth offered by a 
Bismarck. and cries out: “I have consecrated 
all that i have and ali that I am to the working 
class and none shall bus me though I perish!” 
the heroism is not less real or grea:. Aid what 
Marx did thousands of Socialists, unknown and 
unhonored, are doing every day. I have known 
hundreds of such comrades, seeni them face pov- 
erty of the bitterest kind rather than forsake the 
cause they held dear. -4 word on the other side, 
or even silence, would have brought comfort 
and ease, but thev chose the service of Truth 
and its guerdon o”f sufferinq and sa~criflce. To 
place faith before life itself 1s heroism. 

BLIND ECONO?,fIC FORCES. 

But greater than the cumulative forces of the 
organized movement wtih its press, its pamph- 
lets, its meetings in halls and on the street 
corners as a Socialist-making factor is the blind, 
unconscious force of economic might. I am not 
a pessimist, but I confess that if it, were not, 
for these gigantic forces inhering in our eco- 
nomic development I should have little hope 
for the future. Were there no other agencies 
than human courage and intelligence working 
for the triumph of the Socialist ideal the outlook 
would be such that the bravest and stoutest 
hearts among us might quail. We have today 
in the United States less than twenty thousand 
men and women enrolled in the organized So- 
cialism movement. With no power but their ’ 
own what could these do even if they were all 
gathered in this one great, greed-cursed, ugly 
city 9 When I Iook out upon the vast yen of 
of sordid greed and Iqisery, its fop1 tenements, / 
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its degradation and shame, I feel that it all 
forms one great conspiracy against life and light. 
L ask myself what even twenty thousand men 
and women could do to bring order out of this 
chaos, light out ef this blackness, peace out of 
lthis strife. iov out of this miserv. Could they 
do anything but kindle devastat$g fires? My 
faith sinks and my brain reels whenever I think 
of the awful prospect we should have to face 
were we not aided by the almost infinite, but 
blind, powers of economic evolution. But when 
we think what tremendous forces are arrayed 
with us, when we recognize an al1.y in every 
device which makes easier the aroduction or dis- 
tribution of wealth, the future does not alarm 
us and we do not blanch with fear. The hope 
of the Socialist, his supreme confidence in the 
future, rests upon the consciousness that the 
collective impulse is everywhere active 

1 
permeat- 

ing even the spirit and institutions of capitalism 
its”lf. Slumber$g minds which we could not reach 
are awakened by economic shock; lethargy im- 
pervious to the probe of our appeals succumbs 
to economic pressure and gives place to discon- 
tent. When some Socialist speaker declares that 
a great capitalist like Mr. Rockefeller or Mr. 
Morgan is doing more for the advancement of 
Socialism than anv Socialist agitator, he means 
that to preserve their individial interests such 
men are compelled by the inexorable law of in- 
dustrial deveiopment- to work for the concen- 
tration of industrv and commerce and so, despite 
themselves, prepaGe the necessary socio-economic 
forms for Socialism,.and, at the same time, force 
thousands, aye milbons, of men and women to 
embrace it as their only hope. 

THE TRUST PROBLEM. 

Many years ago the Socialists foretold the com- 
ing of the trust. They pointed, out that com- 
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petition ‘was self-destructive and must of ne- 
cessity end in monopoly. More than fifty years 
have elapsed since Karl Marx, for example, pre- 
dicted that the struggle of interests would lead 
to monopoly, and the increasing of the magnitude 
of the units of nroductive and distributive enter- 
prise. Out of the competitive struggle monopoly 
in the intemsts of a class would, he said, in- 
evitably ensue, to be in turn transformed into 
what might be called* social monopoly, or, as 
we say, socialized property in the interests of 
all. 

That prediction was made in the competitive 
Golden Age, when competition was universally re- 
garded as “the soul of trade and the spirit of 
nroeress.” Men laughed at the idea of monou- 
&izid industry and Gmmerce and cried out: “‘It 
is impossible”! Marx, they derided and mocked, 
as their kind have mocked- the pioneers of scien- 
tific thoueht in all sees. But todav we realize 
that the- “impossible’ has become” the actual. 
The prophecy of Marx has been abundantly ful- 
filled. as even the most orthodox of the econo- 
mists admit. The trust is no longer a spectre 
said to lurk in the pathway of the future, which 
some are skeptical about and class with the sea 
serpent, but a present reality. For good or ill 
it has come to stay and it surrounds us from 
the cradle to the grave. The trust attends the 
bed of chi!dbirth, <the cradle, the school, the 
workshop and the tomb. 

The slumber of the wage-worker is broken 
before the mornine has fairlv dawned bv the 
tintinnabulation ofu his vigilahte, a trusttmade 
alarm clock. He rises from his trust-made bed; 
dresses in his trust-made clothes; uses trust- 
made bowl. soan and towel as he takes his 
morning bath; breakfasts upon food made by 
the trust. takes his trust-made dinner-pail filled 
with trust products for luncheon; rides in a 
trust-made car on a truet-owned railway; works 
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all day for a trust; and returns at night to hip 
trust-owned tenement home. After his evening 
meal of trust products, drawn from the coffee 
trust, the sugar trust, the milk trust, the flour 
trust, the sugar trust, the milk trust, the flour trust, 
the beef trust, and many others, he reads his copy 
of the trust-owned newspaper by the light of the 
eas SUDDlied bv the local liehtine trust. and 

rmokes*t%ust-mide tobacco or gigar; If he goes 
out it is generally ,to drink trust-brewed beer 
in a trust~owned -saloon, or, it may be, to a 
trust-owned theatre to see trust-hired actors play. 
If he is sick he is dosed with trust-made drugs 
from a trust-owned drug-store; if he dies he will 
probably be laid in a trust-made casket and buried 
in a trust-owned cemeterv. The cotton trust 
supplied the newly born w;th its first swaddling 
clothes, and the outworn dead with its shroud. 

Like a giant octopus the trust spirit reaches - 
out and gathers to itself all the resouraes of 
life. Like the fabled monsters of antiquity its 
maws are insatiable. It crushes out every- ves- 
tige of th,e worker’s individualitv. dehumanizes 
him and makes him merely a component of a 
machine. It reaches out to the government and 
controls its functions, holding legislators and 

judges for puppets. The Trust Question has 
become the world’s most strikimr economic issue. 
Everywhere men are asking: ‘%~v shall we be 
freed from the grip of this monster?” And there 
is no scientific satisfying answer forthcoming 
save that of the Socialist. The stuaid crv of 
the demagogue and the charlatan, “Let’us de&troy 
the trusts,” does not carry conviction with it. 
The average man, though he has never read a 
work on economics, knows that there is no use 
turning backward to the past. He feels the force 
of the Socialist contention ,that the trust is the 
logical and inevitable result of industrial evolu- 
tion, and he knows that ao political Canu+& can 
stay the tide of progress. Moreover, he sees &bat 
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the trust with its superior organization of the 
productive forces, and its immense labor-saving 
devices, is not in itself a bad thing but that on 
the contrary it represents perverted good. He 
accented the conclusion of the Socialist that if 
those advantaees could be used for the common 
good the world would be immeasurably benefited. 
Henceforth he joins in the cry: “Let the nation 
o&-n and control these ereat industrial aeeneiea 
and use them for the i&rest of all.” Th&e can 
be no doubt whatever that the trusts and their tre- 
mendous abuses of power are responsible for the 
making of many Socialists. It is useless to talk to an 
intelligent workingman ,about the feared “tyr- 
anny of Socialism,” and the crushing out of 
individual liberty. He knows that individual 
liberty is crushed out now, he knows that he 
has to leave all independence of intellect and 

x conscience outside when he enters the factory 
door. He is a mere numbered unit amongst 
ma,ny other numbered units. No tyranny of 
the Socialist regime can possibly be greater than 
the tyranny of the world’s bread-masters now. 
The worst the future holds, he feels, can be no 
worse than what is in the present. 

THE POVERTY PROBLEM. 

Another powerful factor in the movement tow- 
ard Socialism is the growing recognition of the 
fact that, in spite of all our wealth, as a nation, 
we are the victims of a terrible, menacing poverty 
problem. It is only lately that we have begun 
to study the poverty problem in the United 
States. We have been so accustomed to look 
with pity upon the old world, strugghng, like 
some Old Man of the Sea, beneath the too heavy 
load of pauperism and privation, that we have 
neglected the ominous signs that similar condi- 
tions have developed in our very midst. Robert 
Hunter’s recent hook is a powerful missionary 
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for Socialism, its very conservatism increasing 
its power. When he tells us that there are not 
less than ten millions persons in poverty in the 
United States in normal times, and probably 
nearer twelve millions, we would fain disbelieve 
if we could. But he is inexorable in his logic. 
He sets down the figures for us. The figures of 
pauperism. The figures of unemployment. The 
figures of sickness and accident. The figures 
of low wages. The figures of govern- 
ment reports which are not open to the 
charge of being colored to suit the Socialist 
agitator. He s&s down all the flgnres and bids 
us reckon the sum. We reckon the sum and 
prove it. We are convinced that his picture is 
not overdrawn. Ten millions in poverty! Ten 
millions with not ,enough to eat, without proper 
clothing: with poor, miserable homes and these 
not their own. Who shall interpret for us these 
terrible figures? Who is there can tell what they 
mean in hunger, tears, ignorance, crime, disease 
and death? 

In this great city of New York, the greatest 
and wealthiest city of the greatest and wealthiest 
nation in the history of the world, evictions are 
more common than they ever were in Ireland 
in the worst period of its tearful history. In 
this same great city one person in every ten of 
all who die goes to a pauper grave. If you would 
real& to the full the dramatic meaning of this, 
think first of all how keenly every self-respecting 
man and woman feels the shame of having to 
lie in “Potter’s Meld,” and then go to some busy 
thoroughfare and count the hurrying passersby. 
One-twethree- foar-five-six-seven-eight- 
nine--ten-a victim marked for the ianominv of 
lgnominies, a pauper’s grave! Count-on. C&nit 
all day. Count until your soul is sick with the 
horror of it! Count ‘every tenth person, man, 
woman and child. If at the close of the dax 
you Fan still talk about our great “prosperity 
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and say. “All’s well,” your soul has passed be- 
yond the power of love and pity. You are lost! 
Yet, you have only counted upon one corner of 
the many where hurrying throngs pass and re- 
pass in the great city. 

When Mr. Hunter said in his striking book 
that there were not less than from sixty to sev- 
enty thousand children in the public schools of 
the city who go to school every day underfed so 
that they cannot properly do the work required 
of them. he exnressed a fear that had long lurk- 
ed in & own mind. Heavens ! Besides the 
thousands of babies who die before they reach 
their second year from .poverty-the babies 
whose rachitic, marasmic forms proclaim that 
thev die of hunger, though the death certiilcates 
say bronchitis or. dyspepsia-sixty or seventy 
thousand more in the schools of one city being 
starved in mind and body ! Sixty or seventy 
thousand in New Pork, two millions in the 
schools of the nation: I went to the schools to 
investigate the matter for myself. I went fear- 
ing that the picture Mr. Hunter had drawn was 
all too true, but hoping that it was overdrawn. 
Alas ! alas ! each day confirmed the fears and 
mocked the hopes. I saw hundreds of pale. 
amemic faces with hunger and misery impressed . 
upon them. I saw the hunger-light in hundreds 
of child eyes. Teachers and principals told me 
of children fainting over their lessons. and of 
others backward, dull and unable to learn be- 
cause of nhssical weakness due to lack of nrouer 
food. “Feed my lambs I” said the Christ, hut tbe 
‘Christian nation stands holding out stones for 
bread, using its might in a vain endeavor to 
cram education into their little minds when they 
need most of all food in their stomachs. I snent 
weeks in the schools witnessing this civilized 
brutality till I could stand it no longer, then 
turned away with a curse in my heart and on 
my lips for the gboulish greed and the brutal 
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ignorance of this Mammonite system; turned 
away with shame for the wrongs inflicted upon 
the helpless little ones and with their cries ring- 
ing in my ears. If  anything had been necessary 
to confirm me in mv Socialist faith I surelv must 
have found it in <he public schools of the city. 
I mish that I could make you feel the pain and 
the shame I felt at sight oi the hundreds of hun- 
gry children, wish that I could make you hear 
their cry : 
“How long,” they say, “how long, 0 cruel nation, 

Will you stand, to move the world, on a 
child’s heart- 

Stifle down with a mailed heel its palpitations,’ 
And t-read onmnrd to your throne amid the 

mart? 
Our blood snlnshes umvard. 0 gold-heaner. 

And your-purple sLou3 J-our-path, - 
But the child’s sob in the silence curses deeper 

- Than the strong man in his wrath !” 
EABIBS AND POODLES. 

Iii the presence of this awful, menacing pover- 
ty theSocialist alone has either courage or faith. 
The Churches stand silent and helpless. Their 
lips are muzzled with the golden muzzle. And 
the great political parties are silent and helpless 
too. Just as the Churches in the name of Christ 
turn away from the most terrible of human 
problems to find outlets for their zeal iu foreign 
missions, the politicians turn away to find other 
issues. Moved by such books as Mr. Hunter’s, 
men and women ask the reason of this poverty 
and whether there is no solution of the problem 
in sight. Neither the Churches nor the political 
parties give satisfying or Convincingreplies. They 
point to the instances where poverty seems to be 
the direct outcome of personal vices, such as in- 
temperance and gambling, and say: “There are 
the -causes of this poverty problem. But the 
association of poverty-terrible, blighting, pov- 
erty-with temperance and industry in so many 
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thousands of cases give the lie to their false 
complacency. The poljticians prate unceasingly 
of our “prosperity.” Just as Nelson is said to 
have put the telescope <to his blind eye and to 
have declared ‘? can see no danger,” so they de- 
clare they can see no poverty problem. But the 
Socialist does not shrink from the question. He 
points out that the problem is not a simple 
novertv nroblem such as mioht arise in man’s con- 
iest with extern’al nature. - In the long struggle 
of $oneers to subjugate the hostile forces of na- 
there, to conquer the aridness of the desert, to re 
veal the hidden stores of wealth, poverty has 
often arisen and the battle with it has been long 
and fierce. But our poverty problem is not like 
that. It is novertv. not in an arid desert but 
in a garden bf p&y. In fthe poverty of the 
primeval struggle there is always a fine spirit 
of democracy and equality. But it is otherwise 
with the problem we are discussing. Side by side 
with hunger, in the same city, luxury and extrava- 
gance riot. Indeed, it would be hard to say 
whether more are driven to the Socialist ranks 
by the poverty or by the luxury. The descrip- 
tions of the shameful waste of wealth on the part 
of our ruling class which we have recently had 
from writers like my friend, Mr. Cleveland Mof- 
fett. and others. excel all that we know of the 
orgies of- the master class of Rome in the days of 
riotous extravagance which preceded its fall. 
Monkey dinners; do 

7 
dinners, -dinners at fifteen 

hundred dollars a p ate, while men and women 
and babies are dying for want of food! 

Women spending upon a single pair of stock- 
ings more than whole families have to live upon 
for an entire year! More for a single handker- 
chief to wipe a patrician nose than it would take 
to provide- doe&s for a hundred women who 
go down to the brink of the grave in the .great 
agony of childbirth and, for lack of medical care 
and attention, slip over that brink into the grave, 
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leaving their orphaned little ones to the mercies 
of a world that has lost the sense of mercy and 
justice! And the patrician nose with its thou- 
sand dollar handkerchief no whit better than .that 
of the dead! While children die for lack of food 
and medical care the ailments of a pet poodle 
are sutllcient to call a specialist, whose fee is a 
hundred dollars a day, from New York to New- 
port !  

If the gentle Jesus could come to earth again 
and make himself heard I wonder if he would 
ask, “How much better is a man than a sheep”- 
or a poodle aog? I shall never forget the experi- 
ence of one afternoon spent, not long ago, in one 
of the poorest tenement distric.ts of this city. A 
poor woman lay in agony of physical and mental 
pain upon a miserable little couch gazing at the 
lifeless form of her two-year-old child; waiting 
for the authorities to come and bear it away to 
the nameless gmve which will never be watered 
by her tears. The child had starved to death as 
thousands of other children have done. The 
mother herself was literally starving, and there 
was not a scran of food in the house until iust 
before my visit-when someone had brought her a 
little. I turned away with an unspeakable sorrow 
weighing me down -and clutching at my heart. 
I thoueht of the dead babe. of the wealth everv- 
where >vident’ in the great city, of the mockiig 
statue of Liberty out in the harbor. Going home in 
the train less than two hours later I read of a 
woman-no more a woman than she I had seen 
starving in the tenement-paying three thousand 
dollars for a pet dog! Here, then, is the prob- 
lem, extreme -poverty and extreme wealth- side 
by side. The dead child and the poodle worth 
its weight in gold! If I could hold out the poodle 
dog with its bejeweled golden collar and the wasted 
form of the dead child so that you might see, 
I think that I could win your vote for the So- 
cialist Party, which alone has dared face tha 
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problem and declared as part of its political pro. 
gram the feeding of children to be one of the 
first things for which it would work! 

Many years have come and gone since the great 
French dreamer of Utopia, Charles Fourier, pre- 
dicted that we should come to experience a prac- 
tically universal problem of “poverty through 
plethora”-starvation because there is plenty, 
people going without the necessities of life be- 
cause they are too abundant. That is the prob- 
lem of “overproduction” which Carlyle made the 
subject of his scornful satire. It is the workers 
who, because they have produced too much, must 
go hungry, ill-clad, poorly housed, and cold in the 
winter nights and days. It is their children who 
die of hunger because they have produced too 
much wealth. And the reason for this lies in 
the fact that, not being owners of the machinery 
with which, and the resources upon which, they 
work, their product belongs to the master class 
which owns these things. And that master class 
having to sell the things produced for profit, 
the workers must starve in times of glutted mar- 
kets; and even in normal times receive only just 
enough in wages to keep them alive and in a 
condition enabling them to produce more goods 
at the same rate. Therefore it is that the Socialist 
calls upon his fellow workers to unite in a great 
political struggle to wrest the means of life, 
the agencies of wealth production, from the grasp 
of their masters. and to establish bv the neaceful 
revolution of political conquest a sy$tem in which 
wealth shall be produced for use instead of for 
profit, in which human life shall be valued above 
gold, in which babies shall be counted of more 
worth than poodle dogs. 

CAPITALIST DOMINATION OF THE OLD POLITICAL 
PAETIES. 

Another cause of the growth of Socialism in 
this country, which I need d?lly briefly touch upon, 
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*is the growing convidion that the old time po- 
litical parties are completely dominated bv the 
master &ss. the arrogant &tocracv whose &es. 
if unchecked, must l&d ti barricades and bl&dy 
retribution. Republican and Democratic parties 
alike are owned and controlled by the class that 
owns the means of Life upon which we all depend. 
Between them there is not the slightest difference. 
They are the “Gold Dust Twins” of the political 
world. No honest workingman, no decent., liberty- 
loving citizen, has any rightful place in either 
of them. Au hone&. man is as much out. of 
place in the parties of Roosevelt and Parker. Cor- 
telyou and the unsneakable “Pat” McCarren as 
Jesus would be in I&. Rockefeller’s church! 

THE WAB OF TlXE CLASSES. 

Still another cause is the growing intensity 
of the class war. The struggle between employer 
and employed was never more fierce anywhere er , 
at any time than it is in the United States today. 
Socialists have long proclaimed the existence of 
this great class struggle. In season and out ,of 
season we have proclaimed it, undeterred by the 
cowardly denunciations of pulpit and press charg 
ing us with seeking to “stir up class hatred.” 
We do not make the class struggle any more than 
we make the rain when we see it and warn our 
friends to prepare themselves before they go out 
to cope with it. I know that the hirelings and 
defenders of capitalism declare there is no such 
class struggle, .and that blind leaders of Labor 
are found ioinine the masters of Labor in the 
humbugger; ~of s&ging the “identity of interest” 
of the two classes. But the lie is too feeble and 
hollow to fool a child. If the interests of the mae- 
tera and the slaves are identical, if there is no 
conflict, what is the meaning of Lhe organizations 
on either side? If there is a common interest 
uniting them, and no antagonism, why should 
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there be labor organizations and organizations of 
employers? Why should there be strikes and 
lockouts in all our great industrial centers? Why 
“bull pens,” injunctions, boycotts? But I need 
not argue this point further-every day’s news- 
papers -abundantly prove it true that there is a 
bitter, irreoressible class conflict. Hitherto in this 
conflict the workers have relied upon their old 
weapons, the strike and the boycott. That they 
have accomplished so math with these crude 
weapons, is to their everlasting credit. But he 
must be blind who does not see that these 
weapons are no longer sufficient. Under the leader- 
ship of the Parrys and the Posts the strife has 
been carried into the political arena with a vigor 
never known before. with a skill and cunnina un- 
dreamed of. Quick to learn the advantages cf the 
famous Taff Vale method of crushing out the 
unions, or crippling them, by the se<uestratio.n 
of their funds, they are carrying on a campaign 
against the unions through the “Courts of Jus- 
tice,” courts where law is used to defeat justice 
and to bolster up class privilege. 

And the workers in the unions, tired of the re- 
peated failures of the antiquated methods of the 
strike and the boycot,& seeing the ‘effectiveness 
of the campaign of legal persecution which their 
employers are conducting against them, and see- 
ing the forces of government arrayed on the 
side of the capitalist in every strike and lockout, 
are turnina in ever laraer numbers to DOlitkai 
action. Tge cry of “NG politics in the tinion!” 
is raised by the timid leaders within the organ- 
ized labor movement and by the ,crafty representa- 
tives of canitalism without. The canitalist mess 
&ems with hypocritical warnings -against& the 
adoption of political action by the workers. But 
in vain! The workers see. in ever increasine num- 
bers, that the forces which are used to crush them 
down spring from their own votes. They see that 
the power of President or Governor to send troops 
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to shoot down strikers: the lawless Dower that 
builds “bull pens” and, adds to the hideousness 
of its crime by floating the Stars and Stripes 
over it where -they are a8 much out of place 
as they would be upon a foreign warship bom- 
barding one of our forts; the power of the judge 
to burl the thunderbolts of legal injunction against 
an-y attempt of the unions to improve their po- 
sition, depend in every case upon the ballots of 
the people, the vast majority of which are con- 
trolled by the working class. ,4nd there is noth- 
ing which can prevent or seriously hinder the 
spread of the conviction that the worker8 owe it 
to themselves to cease giving away their strong 
est weapons %o their foes, and to use them for 
their own protection. There is, th&, a widening 
and deepening sense of the need of political 
union and action by the working class. “We 
must learn to vote as we strike!” is the new 
slogan. More and more the aims and ideal8 of the 
unions are finding political expression. And the 
only party which consistently and completely 
represents those aims and ideals is the Socialist 
Party. The demand’ that the unions “Go into 
Polities” i8 often misinterpreted, alike by its 
advocate8 and its enemies., It doe8 not mean 
that the unions, as such, should endorse the plat- 
form or policy of the Socialist Party and treat 
as “SCab8” all who do not vote the Socialist 
ticket, excluding them from membership. No 
intelligent Socialist wants that. It does mean, 
however, that loyalty at the ballot, box should 
hecome the guiding principle of the individual 
unionist, and, through the individual members 
of the’ unions, the “blgher law” of the collective 
unionist conscience. Only at the ballot box am 
the worker8 invincible. There they can strike 
with the certainty of victory, nor need they hun- 
ger and wait as they now do when they strike 
upon the economic field. 
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QKOWTA OF THE SOCIAL CONSCIENC% 

Finally, I hope I shall not be misunderstood 
by my comrades ‘and co-workers if I include 
amone the manv forces makine for Socialism 
the-glowing so&l conscience. In” a large degree 
it is perhaps true that this is not so much a cause 
as a‘ result-a stage in the progress toward 
Socialism for which the causes of I have named 
are responsible. Yet I would fain include it as a 
cause if only to call attention to the fact that 
many brave men and women, of whose honesty 
there can be no question, are only now turnin 
toward us. They have long lingered and Waite 2 
in the devious paths of Reform when their right 
ful place was and is with ,the army of the Revo 
hltion. Perhaus thev were kent back bv their 
failure to und&stand” the psych&ogy of that bit 
terness-and, shall I say bigotry?-which fol 
so long characterized our- propaganda as indeed 
it has the propaganda of all great movements. I 
am not going to make any apologies for that nar- 
rowness and bigotry ; in a sense I am indeed 
proud of these things, for I know the profound 
earnestness and lovaltv to urlnciule from which 
they spring. Still,UI w*ould plead-aith my fellow 
Socialists to remember that it should be our 
constant endeavor to draw all men and women 
who show hv their lives that thev are earnestlv 
seeking to make possible the frakmal world gf 
liberty and love nearer to us. abd that bitter 
words, unkind words, unjust suspicions and taunts 
can onlv serve to drive them further awav. I 
know many such men and women who feel’that 
they must work for the immediate present though 
they share our ultimate hopes. They are working 
for the abolition of child labor. for the better 
housing of the workers, for the overthrow of the 
Great White Plague which every year kills so 
many thousands of workers, And while they 
work they are piling up evidence, making valuable 
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krsenals of fact for our use in the great campaign. 
Very often, I think, they are serving the cause 
more effectively so than they could possibly do in 
any other way. As they grow in importance, and 
the futility of surface reforms becomes more 
and more apparent to them, they will go all the 
way with us and become wholly identified with 
the revolution, if we do not make it impossible 
by closing the door of comradeship against them. 

TRE RESPONSIRILITY OF INCREASING POWER. 

But what of the effect of this growth upon 
the Socialist movement Itself? It ia an old say 
ing that our greatest dangers very often are those 
born of success, and it is particularly true of 
great movements like ours. As we increase in 
political power and importance time-serving, am- 
bitious and self-seeking politicians will want to 
enter the party to use it for their advancement; 
influence in our party will then have a market 
value where such things are traded. We shall 
need more than ever to remember that “Eternal 
vigilance is the price of liberty” and the only 
sure safeguard against betrayal. Further, with 
increased power must come increased responsi- 
bility. They are inseparable. So long as we are a 
mere propagandist party, until we elect our rep- 
resentatives to office, destructive criticisms of the 
capitalist system, and of capitalist political par- 
ties, will serve our purpose. But when we pass 
beyond that stage, as in some part of the coun- 
try we seem to have done already, we shall find 
it necessary to formulate constructive policies. 
The demagogue-and I use the word in its least 
offensive sense as describing the mere propagan- 
dist-must give place to the statesman. Vague 
phrases like “We will do everything for the 
working class” will not be sufficient, we shall be 
called upon to translate thle pious sentiment and 
the rhetorical phrase into the cold, metallic lan- 
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guage of statutes. And there will be little ro- 
mance in that. It will not be given to Some 
popular orator to sway the legislators of the na- 
tion so that they go to their constituents some 
fine day saying, “We have made your Revolution 
complete, next Monday morning the Co-operatrve 
Commonwealth will be set in working orderwhen 
the President pushes the electric button in Wash- 
ington.” This would indeed be gloriously ro- 
mantic were it possible. Butt the Revolution will 
not come in that spectacular fashion. We shall 
find that when we elect our men to office the 
things we regarded before with impatience, the 
things we deemed not worthy of our attention, 
will absorb much of their time and will prove to 
be, in their totality, the Revolution itself. We 
shall have, in other words, to work for the very 
things we despised before. I know that some of 
you who are my comrades will shrink from this, 
but we must face it. 

The fact is that the same tactics will not 
serve us in the different stages of our develop- 
ment. While we are merely a propagandist party, 
seeking to break down the defenses of the enemy 
and to obtain the votes of the workers for a great 
ideal, we are justified in saying that “we have 
no time for petty reforms,” but when we pass 
that stage, when the workers have given us their 
confidence and votes and elected our representatives 
to office, they will have to work for many of those 
very things and we shall have to support them. 
If today a number of people, moved by humani- 
tarian motives, were to appeal to us asking us 
to support them in an organized effort to get 
some improvement made in our tenement house 
laws we should be perfectly right in replying, 
as we probably would reply, that we have always 
stood for the better housing of the people by 
municipal effort; the city government to build 
proper, sanitary homes for the people and to let 
them at cost, without profit or interest. In so 
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doing we should be emphasizing our position as a 
revolutionarv nartv. and the real solution of the 
housing problim. “‘But suppose that we had a. 
half a dozen representatives in the ctiy govern- 
ment and such a measure was introduced there, 
and that at the same time there was not the 
slightest chance of the completer, more radical 
reform being adopted; would our representatives 
fail to suuuort the measure which did urovide 
for some ~imnrovement. an imurovement- calcu- 
lated to safeguard the health of’the workers and 
their very lives? Of course not! They would 
vote and- work for that., and then, having got 
that, take up the question anew and work for 
further improvement. The real problem lies just 
there-to keep the Revolution ever in sight as the 
objective of every Reform. The Reformer sees 
in the reforms he advocates nothing else; the So- 
cialist sees in the reforms he advocates steps, 
logical and necessary steps, to the Revolution. 
And that Revolution is the destruction of man’s 
dominion over man; the end of the private owner- 
ship and control of socially necessary things; and 
the substitution therefor of social ownership. 
The Revolution means the liberation of the social 
and individual life. and the triumnh of the fra- 
ternity spirit; the dethronement bf the brute- 
god Mammon and the enthronement for once and 
&I of Humanity. 

“Dreams. dreams. onlv dreams!” I hear vou 
say. Yes, ;t is true, we*are dreamers and thii is ’ 
our dream. But do not mock the dreamer, for hia 
dream may be your children’s inheritance. The 
dream whrch yesterday only the lone prophets 
in solitary places dreamed is today the dream of 
millions of workers in all lands, and the number 
increases with the ebb and flow of the tides that 
lap a thousand shores. Yes, we are dreaming, 
but, to quote Lowell once more: 

“The dreams which nations dream come true!” 
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. 

And this dream must come true. The world- 
makers shall yet be the only world-owners, and 
masters of all its resources. The words of servi- 
ture shall be blotted out from human speech and 
memory. Our children and our children’s children 
shall inherit the Golden Age of Peace and Com- 
radeship, and as they throng the corridors of the 
Temple of Liberty with eager feet and gladsome 
hearts their songs a?11 celebra.te the fulfillment 
of our dreams. 

“Some day, without a trumpet’s call, 
This news will o’er the earth he blown: 

‘The heritage comes back to ail! 
The myriad monarchs take their owa!“’ 
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